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Heat and IR sensitive camera ghost hunting as Tobin's Spirit to want one of these? How about a to want one of these? How about aHeat and IR sensitive camera

thermal camera

Dusty tomes

Satchel contains such staples of

iphone

Do you really need a reason

iphone

Do you really need a reasonthermal camera

Ghostbusters iPhone App? Useful!

cold-spots, and great fun at cold-spots, and great fun at Societies and Sect, and Spate's Jesus has come back and he's Jesus has come back and he's

useful for tracking hot-spots, useful for tracking hot-spots, Guide, Roylance Guide of Secret Ghostbusters iPhone App? Useful!

parties. parties. Catalogue of Nameless Horrors a phone now… a phone now…

Great for coordinating activities Great for coordinating activities Great for coordinating activities Great for coordinating activities Great for coordinating activities

walkie talkie walkie talkie walkie talkie walkie talkie

of Ghostbusters over a wide area. of Ghostbusters over a wide area. of Ghostbusters over a wide area. of Ghostbusters over a wide area.

Also useful for looking important Also useful for looking important Also useful for looking important Also useful for looking important
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of Ghostbusters over a wide area.

Also useful for looking important

beach kit

bullhorn

clean the Ecto

or for reinacting scenes from

Die Hard Die Hard Die Hard Die Hard Die Hard

or for reinacting scenes from

tanning lotion, shades, etc. Why? for making sure your Ghostbuster

bullhorn

needs. Includes towels, umbrellas, Great for impromptu raves or Great for impromptu raves orUseful for

Bay at HQ?

Useful for

Ghostbusting? Who knows!!

for making sure your Ghostbuster

What does this have to do with is the only one anyone can hear. is the only one anyone can hear.

swatting things, 

too!

swatting things, 

too!

Ropes, pitons, comfy shoes, and Ropes, pitons, comfy shoes, and Guitar digital camera digital camera

climbing gear climbing gear

This thing has megapixels out the

that it'd probably be best not to. that it'd probably be best not to. looking sensitive and seeming ass. Seriously, it's full of 'em. ass. Seriously, it's full of 'em. 

other gear for scaling surfaces other gear for scaling surfaces An acoustic guitar is great for This thing has megapixels out the

Digitial zoom, too… and…

disregard for one's own life, though. disregard for one's own life, though. a pony-tail. features! features!

Does not include a reckless Does not include a reckless artistic. Bonus points if you have Digitial zoom, too… and…

Laptop Laptop sting replica

Handy-sized, soft-sided cooler Handy-sized, soft-sided cooler Rugged design, processing power, Rugged design, processing power, Hey, this thing could be useful!

Cooler Cooler

I hear it turns blue when there are

Great for carrying around samples Great for carrying around samples powerful tool. Remember: GBI powerful tool. Remember: GBI goblins about… or is that orcs?

with a comfort carrying strap. with a comfort carrying strap. and wifi connectivity makes this a and wifi connectivity makes this a

speakers included. It's Miller Time. speakers included. It's Miller Time. viable primary source! viable primary source!

or just a brewsky or two. iPod or just a brewsky or two. iPod does not consider Wikipedia a does not consider Wikipedia a

walkie talkie

Satisfies all your beach-combing

Broom

A handy piece

of low-tech

equipment. How

else would one

clean the Ecto
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of low-tech
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gives a Ghostbuster techniciangives a Ghostbuster technician

Flask

This handy, pocket-sized wonder This handy, pocket-sized wonderThis handy, pocket-sized wonder Filled withever spirit that makes

multitool multitoolmultitool

quite big enough to really be quite big enough to really be quite big enough to really be 

the Ghostbuster crazy-brave 

access to a host of tools that aren't access to a host of tools that aren'taccess to a host of tools that aren't and/or reckless. We suggest aand/or reckless. We suggest a

gives a Ghostbuster technician

of much help. of much help.of much help. Tequila for speed.Tequila for speed.

MagLight MagLight MagLight MagLight

Big, heavy, with shiny black Big, heavy, with shiny black Big, heavy, with shiny black Big, heavy, with shiny black 

metal. These things can really metal. These things can really metal. These things can really metal. These things can really

crack some heads. Added bonus: crack some heads. Added bonus: crack some heads. Added bonus: crack some heads. Added bonus:

Provides light. Provides light. Provides light. Provides light.

Flask

Filled withever spirit that makes

the Ghostbuster crazy-brave 

in haunted houses or for long

flights to visit family.

portable dvd

Great for long-night stakeouts

good Irish Whiskey or a Bourbon.good Irish Whiskey or a Bourbon.

portable stereo

Portable ps3 scuba gear

Sub sandwich rollerskates

This little beauty grants a Sure, you're not twelve anymoreThe best army travels on its

Ghostbuster near instant access

Useful or not, it's pretty we'll let you guess what it can be that and you must agree. can be pretty useful. Then again to music. Now a party or theme

Someone actually built this… Air tank, mask, snorkel, and fins stomach. Someone important said and it's not the 70s, but these things

music is just a button push away.

acronym. Jared would be so proud of you. something on these things.

damned cool. used for. Hint: SCUBA is an people your age might break 

swiss army knife

Mostly a left-over from the great Mostly a left-over from the great The original multi-tool, this Knife The original multi-tool, this Knife The original multi-tool, this Knife

Survival kit Survival kit swiss army knife swiss army knife

is chocked full of useful things.

some useful stuff in here… gauze! some useful stuff in here… gauze! Most important: toothpick, cork Most important: toothpick, cork Most important: toothpick, cork

millennium scare, there's got to be millennium scare, there's got to be is chocked full of useful things. is chocked full of useful things.

screw, scissors, and that weird

DUCT TAPE! We're saved! DUCT TAPE! We're saved! hooky-thing… hooky-thing… hooky-thing…

Fire Extinguisher! Condoms! Twine! Fire Extinguisher! Condoms! Twine! screw, scissors, and that weird screw, scissors, and that weird

pipe wrench

He's just so fuzzy. How can It's a real cool frood who knows It's a real cool frood who knows It's a real cool frood who knows Useful for opening pipes, bashing

Mr. Tibbs Towel Towel Towel

things open, or killing Professor

Plum in the Conservatory.

you resist? exactly where his towel is. exactly where his towel is. exactly where his towel is.

Are you heartless or something?



Impress your friends! Never worry Great for filming the antics of Vermin trap Blowtorch

Lock pick kit Video camera

Vermin trap

It's not just for crème brulee any-

what a felony charge can do for usually used to capture a Ghost- critters or even physically critters or even physically more! You can use this to melt all

about losing your keys! Discover ghosts for research purposes but Quite useful for catching little Quite useful for catching little

kinds of once useful things into

moments for Youtube. particularly dim variety). particularly dim variety). puddles of goo.

one's record! buster's more embarrasing manifested ghosts (of the manifested ghosts (of the 

The perfect container for 

.38 Snub

Uhhh… you know you're a Toolkit harder to find in buildings. Why Gas Can Flare Gun

chemicals. Or put some water in

Good for starting fires, spooking

a technician's life a heck of handy when you need to make holes transporting noxious or dangerous cattle, and occasionally signalling

Ghostbuster, right? Here's a host of tools to make is that, do you think? They're quite

Binoculars

for help. Combine with full gas can

in your hand? it and freak out your friends. for combustible fun!

Where you going with that gun a lot easier. in locked doors and such.

Trenchcoat Trenchcoat R/C Car Binoculars

Great for seeing things at a 

in this tried and true cliché. We'll in this tried and true cliché. We'll car with an attached night vision distance. Also very helpful when distance. Also very helpful when

How better to conceal yourself than How better to conceal yourself than A nifty little radio controlled Great for seeing things at a 

trying to keep tabs on… er 

charge! Now go be inconspicuous! charge! Now go be inconspicuous! wasting time around the office watch birds… yeah. watch birds… yeah.

even throw in the fedora, free of even throw in the fedora, free of camera. Good for snooping or just trying to keep tabs on… er 

EctOGlove EctOGlove EctOArmor baseball bat baseball bat

Little comes in as handy as a good

the fuuuuuuuuture! the fuuuuuuuuture! and a high sticker price makes this ol' hickory bat. Use this for ol' hickory bat. Use this for 

It's like a proton pack, but from It's like a proton pack, but from Highly experimental, high profile, Little comes in as handy as a good

impromptu games or a last-minute

fingertips impesses the ladies fingertips impesses the ladies like to wreck, use, or look at funny. Babe Ruth costume. Also, hit things. Babe Ruth costume. Also, hit things.

Added bonus: lightening from Added bonus: lightening from the piece of equipment you'd least impromptu games or a last-minute

Fire Axe

These things are harder and 


